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Performance Analysis of Quantum Cryptography
Protocols in Optical Earth-Satellite and

Intersatellite Links
L. Moli-Sánchez, A. Rodŕguez-Alonso, G. Seco-Granados

Abstract�—In this paper we analyze the feasibility of per-
forming Quantum Key Distribution (QKD), in earth-satellite up
and downlinks and in intersatellite links, with two quantum
cryptography protocols: BB84 and SARG04, and with two
implementation options: with and without decoy states. As
real measurements in these scenarios are not possible yet, the
objective is to obtain results as realistic as possible to support the
design of future satellite missions performing QKD. Therefore, we
use realistic values for the optical hardware and take into account
usual atmospheric conditions. In the same line, we assume
specic types of attacks, namely the photon number splitting and
the intercept-resend with unambiguous discrimination attacks,
which could likely be the main threat to the rst satellite-based
QKD applications. A lower bound on the key generation rate
of SARG04 with two decoy states is presented. The optimum
signal- and decoy-states mean photon numbers for each protocol
and each distance are also computed. The resulting values for
the signal-state are larger than those often employed. We show
that it may be possible to establish QKD with LEO (Low Earth
Orbit) and, under certain circumstances, with MEO (Medium
Earth Orbit) satellites, but not with GEO (Geostationary) ones.
Furthermore, we obtain that the optimum signal-state mean
photon number for SARG04 with two decoy states is almost
independent of the link distance, which greatly facilitates its use
in a real scenario.

Index Terms�—Quantum cryptography, satellite secure commu-
nications, decoy states, SARG04 protocol.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE CAPABILITIES of satellite technology revolution-
ized communications, permitting easier and faster data

transfers between arbitrarily distant parts of the world. Since
the ancient civilizations, information privacy has been one
of the main human challenges, and technology development
has lead to the invention of several methods to preserve the
security of the communications. Nowadays, the promise of
quantum computers threatens the security of current methods
of cryptography. The quantum theory can be applied to cover
this loophole. In the last decades, the science community has
focused its efforts in Quantum Cryptography, developing new
quantum cryptography protocols, performing complex experi-
ments and showing that Quantum Key Distribution (QKD) is
the only physically secure way of sharing secret information
between two partners [1]. The best known QKD protocol is
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the BB84, published by Bennett and Brassard in 1984 [2]. Its
security is based on the existence of single photon sources.
Although there are intense experimental efforts towards the
design of single photon sources, they are not available yet.
At the moment, the best alternative is an attenuated laser
source, which provides pulses with a number of photons
following a Poisson distribution. The existence of multiple-
photon pulses can be exploited by an eavesdropper (Eve).
One of the most powerful attacks against the BB84 protocol
is the so-called Photon Number Splitting (PNS) attack. In a
high-attenuation channel, Eve may extract full information
about the key. In order to guarantee security in front of
these attacks, new protocols have appeared: SARG04 [3],
B92 [4] and 4+2 protocols [5]. The decoy-states method,
rst proposed by Hwang [6], has represented an important
innovation in this area. This method proposes to introduce
extra test states (denoted as decoy states) to evaluate the
action of the eavesdropper. The decoy states method has been
successfully applied to the BB84 protocol [7], [8], [9], [10],
increasing the achievable distances and the key generation
rates. Up to date the most relevant experiments in quantum
cryptography have been performed using this method [11]. On
the contrary, the application of the decoy-states method with
protocols other than the BB84 is at best at an early stage. In
this paper, we present a bound of the key generation rate for
SARG04 protocol using a nite number of decoy states.

Due to the limitations of the propagation along optical
bers, QKD over bers can only reach a few hundred of
kilometers [12], [13]. Free-space links permit to increase
this distance (see e.g. [11]) thanks to the low absorption
of the atmosphere in certain wavelength ranges and to its
nonbirefringent character, which guarantees the conservation
of the polarization. However, terrestrial free-space links suffer
from attenuation caused by the atmosphere and objects in the
line of view. In order to fully exploit the potential of free-space
communications, satellites should be used. Thus, signicant
improvements in the QKD range could be obtained since,
in an earth-satellite link, only around 30 kilometers of the
propagation path (the exact length depending on the satellite
elevation) are inside the atmosphere.

The organization of the paper is as follows. In Section II, we
describe the link characteristics and the assumptions applica-
ble to the rest of the study. For the sake of completeness, brief
analyses of BB84 and SARG04 are provided in Sections III
and IV. In Section V, rst we review the decoy-states method
as applied to the BB84 with the vacuum and a weak decoy
state. Next, we introduce and analyze our proposal of using
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SARG04 with the vacuum and two weak decoy states. Section
VI contains the numerical results. In the last section, the main
results are summarized and conclusions are drawn.

II. LINK CHARACTERISTICS

In this section we examine the link characteristics con-
sidered for the analysis of the quantum channel attenuation.
Channel attenuation is mainly caused by beam diffraction,
atmospheric attenuation and detector (in)efciency. Further-
more, we assume that the dark counts of the detector are the
only source of quantum bit errors, which are quantied by the
quantum bit error ratio (QBER). On the one hand, this assump-
tion implicitly implies that the transmitter (Alice) and receiver
(Bob) have perfectly agreed on the measurement basis states.
Carrying out this basis alignment with the accuracy required to
cause negligible impairment is a technical challenge. Recent
terrestrial implementations (see e.g. [11], [14]) have used a
parallel tracking channel to stabilize the link, which could also
be exploited to align the bases. Time synchronization between
transmitter and receiver is also crucial [1], [15]. The parallel
channel could also be used for this goal; however, in those
recent implementations, the transmitter and receiver clocks
have been synchronized be means of the Global Positioning
System (GPS). As GPS can be used in satellites as well, this
is probably the preferred solution for an eventual experiment
in the near future. Further practical implementation aspects
are beyond the scope of the paper but can be found in
the references just provided. On the other hand, we have
omitted the background radiation as another cause of bit
errors. Although this radiation is always present, there are
techniques to reduce its effect to a level ideally lower than
that of the dark counts [16]. We have considered that it is
realistic to take for granted that a potential QKD experiment
in space will make use of those state-of-the-art techniques to
achieve the best possible background noise mitigation.

A. Photon source and Receiver
Quantum cryptography protocols assume that single photon

sources are available, but current technology only allows
us to generate weak coherent states (usually represented as!!!µei!

"
; see [1] for an introduction on the bracket notation)

using attenuated laser sources [17], [18]. Assuming that the
phase of all signals is totally random, the probability distribu-
tion of the number of photons follows a Poisson distribution
with mean µ, which is the mean number of photons per pulse.
That is to say, the probability that the number of photons in
a pulse sent by Alice be equal to n is Pn(µ) = e!µµn/n!
[13]. The existence of multi-photon pulses may allow Eve to
perform some attacks without being detected by Alice and
Bob.

Imperfections in receivers, like low detector efciency,
additional losses and intrinsic dark counts, are some of the
main limiting factors in QKD since these factors make the
action of an eavesdropper possible. Detector efciency is
improving continuously. Recent developments have shown the
possibility of having detectors with 95% efciency in the near-
infrared region [19]. However, the effective receiver efciency
(or attenuation), which we denote by !rec, is not only com-
posed of the detector efciency but also of the ltering and

other transmission losses [15]. Although detector efciency
is becoming closer to one, the effective receiver efciency
is still well below one [14]. Dark counts do not impact the
receiver attenuation, but can lead to false identication of
signals, especially at low rates.
B. Channel attenuation

The total channel attenuation, represented by ! " [0, 1],
can be obtained from the contributions of the three effects
mentioned above: diffraction (also known as geometric losses),
atmospheric propagation and receiver efciency. Note that !
actually represents a gain (i.e. the reciprocal of an attenuation),
but it is usually referred to as attenuation with some abuse of
the language. The smaller the value of !, the more attenuation
is present between transmitter and receiver. For the sake of
completeness, here we briey present each effect but, for a
more detailed analysis, readers are referred to [1], [20].

We assume that conventional telescope architectures, like
the Cassegrain type, are used both in the transmitting and
receiving sides, and that the laser beams are Gaussian as it is
common practice [21], [22]. Cassegrain telescopes are of re-
ective type, in which the secondary mirror produces a central
obscuration. Moreover, their nite dimensions and the distance
between them are responsible for the beam diffraction. The
attenuation due to beam diffraction and obscuration can be
expressed as [23], [24]

!diff =
#
e!2"2

t #
2
t # e!2#2

t

$ #
e!2"2

r#
2
r # e!2#2

r

$
, (1)

"t,r = bt,r

Rt,r
, #t,r = Rt,r

$t,r
, $t = Rt, $r =

"
2%L
&Rt

,

where the subscript t refers to the transmit telescope and r
to the receive one; R and b are the radii of the primary and
secondary mirrors, respectively; % is the wavelength; $t,r is
the beam radius at the transmit or receive side, and L is the
distance between the telescopes (i.e. the link distance). The
telescopes can be also designed as refractors, which is realistic
in particular for the transmitter. The formula above is still valid
after setting the corresponding value of b to zero. The effect
of pointing errors or misalignment of the optics can be readily
taken into account by including an additional attenuation term
in !diff .

Let as denote the atmospheric attenuation by !atm. It is pro-
duced by three phenomena: scattering, absorption and turbu-
lence, and hence it can be written as !atm = !scatt !abs !turb,
where each term represents the attenuation due to each of
the phenomena. Excellent reviews of free-space optics can
be found in [25], [26], [27], [28]. The light is absorbed and
scattered by gas molecules and aerosols when it passes through
the atmosphere. However, the most relevant contribution to
the atmospheric attenuation is caused by turbulence, which
is due to thermal uctuations that produce refractive index
variations. The turbulence depends basically on the atmo-
spheric conditions and the position of the ground station [15].
Turbulence effects are usually taken into account by increasing
the divergence angle of the beam. In the case of the uplink,
the attenuation due to turbulence can be expressed as [20]

!turb =

#
%
Rt

$2

#
%
Rt

$2
+ &2

turb

, (2)
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where &turb is the additional divergence, in radians, due to
turbulence. Finally, recalling that the total channel attenuation
is the result of three effects, it is given by

! = !diff !atm !rec. (3)

III. ANALYSIS OF THE SECURE RATES WITH DIFFERENT
PROTOCOLS

A. The BB84 protocol
The BB84 protocol was rst proposed by Bennett and

Brassard in 1984 [2]. The BB84 protocol consists of two
phases: the quantum transmission phase and the classical
communication phase [29], [30]. In the rst phase, Alice
randomly encodes each bit in a qubit using one basis taken
out of two possible ones: 'x or 'z . The corresponding states
can be expressed as: |+($ = 0, |#($ = 1, with ( = x or
z. The qubit is sent to Bob, who measures the qubit using
one of the bases, selected randomly. In the second phase,
Alice announces through a classical channel the basis that has
been used for each qubit. Finally, they use this information to
construct the key; a process that involves error correction and
privacy amplication.

Due to the fact that real sources generate a portion of pulses
having several photons, one of the best possible attacks for Eve
against BB84 protocol is the Photon Number Splitting attack
(PNS). In the PNS attack, Eve rst performs a photon number
non-demolition measurement to identify Alice�’s multi-photon
signals. Eve blocks all single photon pulses, while for multi-
photon pulses she stores one photon in a quantum memory,
and resends to Bob the remaining photons by a transparent
quantum channel.

When Eve carries out the PNS attack, she introduces some
attenuation. Intuitively, if this attenuation is lower than the
channel attenuation, Alice and Bob can not notice the presence
of Eve, and thus Eve can obtain full information. Note that
Eve introduces no errors when performing the PNS attack.

The information shared by Alice and Bob, measured in
bits/pulse, is denoted by I(A : B). We can analogously
dene I(B : E) as the information between Bob and Eve.
I(A : B) is the Shannon�’s mutual information between the
Alice�’s and Bob�’s raw keys [1], [31] (similarly for I(B : E)).
These keys are streams of classical binary logical symbols (i.e.
bits). The relation between these symbols is the input-output
relation of a memoryless binary erasure channel. The erasure
probability, i.e. the fraction of lost symbols, depends on the
number of photons that constitutes each input symbol. Given
that a symbol is lost when none of its photons is detected, and
the probability of not detecting a photon is (1#!), the erasure
probability of a symbol formed by n photons is (1 # !)n. It
is well-know that the mutual information between input and
output of a memoryless binary erasure channel is equal to
one minus the erasure probability [31]; therefore I(A : B) is
simply derived by averaging this value over all possible states
of the transmitter:

I (A : B) =
#%

n=0

(1 # (1 # !)n)Pn(µ) % µ! . (4)

The usual approximation above is obtained by considering that
(1 # !)n % 1 # n!. In order to formulate I(B : E), it is

assumed that Eve is not affected by the channel attenuation.
It is a conservative supposition, but it is needed to guarantee
security for any possible situation, and also reects that Eve
may have extraordinary abilities. Then, under the conditions
of the PNS attack, Eve obtains full information (i.e. a value
equal to one) when the pulse contains two or more photons,
and zero information otherwise. Therefore, we can write

I (B : E) =
#%

n$2

Pn(µ) (5)

Let us dene Eve�’s information as

IEve ! I (B : E)
I (A : B)

. (6)

A lower bound of the key generation rate (in bits/pulse) is
given in [7]:

R & q

&
# Qµf (Eµ)H2 (Eµ) + ! Qµ

'
1 # H2

'
Eµ

!

(( )
,

(7)
where ! = 1 # IEve is the fraction of �”untagged�” photons1

and q is the efciency of the protocol (1/2 for BB84). Qµ is
the expected raw rate (i.e. the rate before error correction and
security amplication) at Bob�’s side, f(x) is the bi-directional
error correction efciency (1.22 for the Cascade protocol [32]),
H2(p) = #p log2(p) # (1 # p) log2(1 # p) is the binary
Shannon�’s entropy function [31]. The expected raw rate can
be expressed as [33]

Qµ =
#%

n=0

YnPn (µ) , (8)

where Yn is the yield of the n-photon pulses. This is dened
as the probability that Bob�’s measurement is conclusive when
Alice emits a n-photon pulse, and it is given by Yn = !n +
Y0 # Y0!n % Y0 + !n [7], where Y0 is the rate of dark counts
and the attenuation for n-photon signal is !n = 1 # (1 # !)n.
Eµ is the QBER and it is equal to

Eµ =

#*
n=0

YnPn (µ) en

Qµ
=

Y0

2Qµ
. (9)

The last equality in (9) comes from the fact the bit error ratio
of the n-photon signals is en = Y0

2Yn
given that the dark counts,

Y0, are the only effect causing the QBER.

B. The SARG04 Protocol
In 2004 Scarani et al. presented a new protocol, named

SARG04, which is more robust than BB84 against the PNS
attack [3]. This protocol is equivalent to the BB84 in the
quantum communication phase, while the difference lies in
the encoding and decoding of the classical information [1].
Instead of communicating the bases, Alice announces publicly
one out of the four pairs of nonorthogonal states A$,$! =
{|$x$ , |$%z$}, with $,$% " {+,#}, and with the convention
that |±x$ = 0, |±z$ = 1.

1�”Untagged�” refers to the photons from which Eve can not extract infor-
mation [7].
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Due to the fact that the information is encoded in four
nonorthogonal states, when a generalized measure is per-
formed, it is necessary to have at least three copies of the state
to obtain a conclusive result with probability Pok (n) [34].
Therefore, in order to obtain full information, Eve must carry
out an IRUD attack (Intercept-Resend with Unambiguous
Discrimination). The attack starts with a photon number non-
demolition quantum measurement; if the pulse contains one
or two photons, Eve blocks it, otherwise she conducts a
generalized quantum measurement. When the measurement is
conclusive, she sends to Bob a copy of the state through a
transparent quantum channel.

Eve introduces some attenuation when performing the pre-
vious attack. If the channel attenuation is smaller than that
introduced by the IRUD attack, Eve should adopt a differ-
ent strategy, otherwise her presence would be immediately
detected. In such a case, she blocks a fraction t of the single-
photon pulses, keeps one photon from each two-photon pulse,
and she performs the IRUD attack on the rest of the multi-
photon pulses. Then, the attenuation can be expressed as

! =
(1 # t)P1 + P2(µ) + )

µ
, t " [0, 1] (10)

where ) is dened as

) !
#%

n$3

Pn(µ)Pok(n) . (11)

The attenuation introduced by Eve (10) is simply obtained
as the ratio between the mean number of photons that are
received and the mean number that would be received in the
absence of attenuation (i.e. µ). According to the Eve�’s strategy
described above, the mean number of photons received can be
computed as the sum of a fraction (1# t) of the single-photon
pulses, plus one photon for each two-photon pulse, plus one
photon for the pulses with three or more photons that lead to
conclusive measurements. This last term is represented by ).

When a value of attenuation higher than that possible with
(10) is allowed, all single-photon pulses (i.e. t = 1) and
a fraction s of the two-photon pulses can be blocked. The
expression of the attenuation is then

! =
(1 # s)P2(µ) + )

µ
, s " [0, 1] . (12)

This expression is obtained following the same reasoning as
for (10). Conversely, it is also possible to use (10)-(12) to
obtain the values of t and s given a value of the allowed
attenuation.

We can formulate the information shared by Alice and
Bob, and that shared by Bob and Eve. The same reasoning
as in the previous section can be used, that is to say, the
keys at both sides are related by a memoryless binary erasure
channel. The erasure probability is different in general for
each transmitter state (i.e. for each value of the number of
photons per transmitted pulse) and can be readily obtained
from the preceding discussion on Eve�’s actions. Therefore,
these informations can be expressed in bits/pulse as (13) and
(14) where I2 is the maximum information that Eve can extract
from one copy of the state; its value is 0.4 bits/pulse [3].
The value of Pok depends on the number (n) of photons
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Fig. 1. Eve�’s information in bits/pulse for the BB84 with µ = 0.1 and for
the SARG04 protocol with µ = 0.2. The parameters dened in Section IV for
the uplink and 1 hour before sunset have been used. The vertex corresponds to
the transition between blocking only single-photon pulses or also two-photon
pulses. For any distance, Eve obtains less information with SARG04 than
with BB84.

of the state and the overlap of the basis, but it is not less
than 1/2 [34], [35]. Obviously, using this attack, Eve does
not obtain information from single-photon pulses.

Eve�’s information in the SARG04 protocol is obtained by
substituting (13) and(14) into (6). Note that the efciency
(q) of the protocol is 1/4 in this case. The key generation
rate for SARG04 protocol can be computed by introducing
this value of Eve�’s information in (7). As a representative
example, Figure 1 draws a comparison between IEve under
BB84 and SARG04. It has been obtained using the realistic
link parameters dened later in Section IV. SARG04 shows
two different behaviors. The vertex corresponds to t = 1
and s = 0. In all cases SARG04 is better than BB84 since,
with SARG04, Eve is able to obtain less information for any
distance2.

C. Improvement using the decoy-states method
The decoy-states method was rst proposed by Hwang [6],

and it has been further studied in [8], [37], [38]. The key point
underlying the decoy-states idea is that, using extra test states,
the so-called decoy states, a better analysis of the quantum
channel or of the eavesdropping activity is possible. To make
the difference clear, the signal states refer to those specically
used for the key generation.
The steps constituting the decoy-states method are as follows:

i. Alice can use two different kinds of sources: a signal
source S with x a mean photon number (µ) and one
from a set decoy-state sources with different mean
photon numbers (*1, *2, . . . ).

ii. Alice randomly chooses the bit values and the sources
to encode them.

iii. Bob performs the polarization measurement.
iv. Alice announces the source used and Bob evaluates the

gain of each source. If the gains are different to the
expected ones they abort the protocol, otherwise they
continue the protocol using signal states.

2This result is valid for the attacks considered in this paper. It has been
show that under other more generic attacks BB84 may outperform SARG04
when both methods employ decoy states (see e.g. [33], [36]).
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I(A : B) = P1(µ) (1 # t) + P2(µ) (1 # s) +
#%

n$3

Pn(µ)Pok(n) , (13)

I(B : E) = P2(µ) (1 # s) I2 +
#%

n$3

Pn(µ)Pok(n) , (14)

Next, we discuss the security of the BB84 and the SARG04
protocols with decoy states by analyzing the lower bounds of
the key generation rates.
1) BB84: Vacuum + weak decoy state: Combining the idea

of the entanglement distillation approach in GLLP [39] with
the decoy-states method, a lower bound of key generation rate
was already obtained in [7]:

RBB84 & q

'
# Qµf (Eµ)H2 (Eµ) + Q1

#
1 # H2 (e1)

$(
,

(15)
where Qµ is the gain (or rate) of the signal state, Eµ is the
QBER, Q1 is the gain of single-photon states, e1 is the error
rate of single-photon states, and q = 1/2. All parameters have
been already dened in Section III-A, except for Q1, which
can be expressed as [33]

Q1 = Y1e
!µµ . (16)

The values of Qµ and Eµ, being average values for all
states of the signal source, can be measured directly from the
experiment, whereas Q1 and e1 need to be bounded based on
other other variables that can be measured. Q1 and e1 can not
be measured directly because Alice and Bob know the source
used to transmit a given pulse, but not the number of photons
generated by the source. The lower bound of Q1 and the upper
bound of e1, obtained using the vacuum plus a weak decoy
state (*), are given by [8]

Y L
1 =

µ

µ* # *2

'
Q'e

' # Qµeµ *
2

µ2
# µ2 # *2

µ2
Y0

(
' Y1,

(17)
QL

1 = µe!µY L
1 ' Q1, (18)

eU
1 =

e0Y0

Y L
1

& e1. (19)

The background yield Y0 can be measured as the gain of the
vacuum decoy state. The background error rate e0 is 1/2 due
to the fact that dark counts occur randomly, so half of the
photons click on the correct detector.
2) SARG04: Vacuum + two weak decoy states: In the

BB84 protocol, only single-photon states contribute to the key
generation rate. However, in the SARG04 protocol, the key can
be generated with both single-photon and two-photon states.
Combining this idea with the GLLP [39], the lower bound of
the key generation rate (in bits/pulse) for SARG04 is (20) [33]
where Xn and Zn represent the bit error and the phase error
events, respectively, for n-photon pulses. The gain of the two-
photon pulses is [33]

Q2 = Y2e
!µ µ2

2
. (21)

Note that the rest of parameters have already dened in the
previous sections. Xn and Zn are binary random variables.

They take a value equal to one when there is a bit or phase
error, and zero othersiwe. H (·) is the Shannon�’s entropy
of a random variable [31]. Given that the specic class of
Eve�’s attacks we are considering (i.e. IRUD attack) does not
introduce phase error or bit errors, and that the only source of
errors, i.e. the dark counts, is independent of the signal, phase
and bit errors are independent from each other and have the
same distribution. Therefore, we can replace H (Z1 | X1) with
H2 (e1), and H (Z2) with H2 (e2).

We present a method to compute the lower bound of the
key generation rate in SARG04. It uses three decoy states:
*0, *1 and *2. Without loss of generality, we assume that *0

is the vacuum (i.e. *0 = 0), and *1 and *2 are weak decoy
states (the meaning of weak is made explicit in the second
term of (24)). The gains and the QBERs associated to these
decoy states are dened as

Q'i =
#%

n=0

YnPn (*i) , (22)

E'i =

#*
n=0

YnPn (*i) en

Q'i

. (23)

The values of Q'i and E'i can be measured directly from the
experiment, whereas Q1, Q2, e1 and e2 can only be estimated
approximately by indirect means due to the same reasons
explained previously. The formulas for Yn and en are the same
ones as described in Section III-A. The bounds of Q1 and e1

are obtained as in the BB84 protocol, using (18) and (19) with
the vacuum and the *1 state. We propose here an approach to
bound Q2 and e2 using the decoy states *1 and *2.

Let us suppose Alice and Bob choose values of *1 and *2

that satisfy

0 < *1 < *2, *1 + *2 < µ. (24)

Combining Q'1 and Q'2 under the condition (24) we have

*1Q'2e
'2 # *2Q'1e

'1 = Y0 (*1 # *2) + Y2*1*2

'
*2 # *1

2

(

+ *1*2

#%

n=3

Yn

+
*n!1
2 # *n!1

1

,

n!

' Y0 (*1 # *2) + Y2*1*2

'
*2 # *1

2

(

+ *1*2

'
*2
2 # *2

1

µ3

( '
Qµeµ # Y0 # Y1µ # Y2µ2

2

(
. (25)

In order to derive the inequality in (25), we have used that
ak # bk ' a2 # b2, which is valid for any a, b such that
0 < a + b < 1 and k & 2.
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RSARG04 & q

&
# Qµf (Eµ)H2 (Eµ) + Q1

'
1 # H (Z1 | X1)

(

+ Q2

'
1 # H (Z2)

()
, (20)

Y L
2 =

2µ

&
(*1Q'2e

'2 # *2Q'1e
'1) # Y0 (*1 # *2) + *1*2

#
'2
2!'2

1
µ3

$ +
Y0 + Y L

1 µ # Qµeµ
,
)

*1*2

'
µ (*2 # *1) # (*2

2 # *2
1)

( ' Y2. (26)

TABLE I
LINK PARAMETERS USED FOR THE NUMERICAL RESULTS. THE RADII CAN

CORRESPOND TO THE TRANSMITTER OR TO THE RECEIVER DEPENDING
ON WHETHER THE UPLINK, DOWNLINK OR AN INTERSATELLITE LINK IS

CONSIDERED.

Parameter Notation Value
Wavelength ! 650 nm
Detector efciency "rec 65 %
Dark counts Y0 50 · 10!6 counts/pulse
Satellite telescope radius Rt,r 15 cm
Ground telescope radius Rt,r 50 cm
Satellite secondary mirror radius bt,r 1 cm
Ground secondary mirror radius bt,r 5 cm

By solving for Y2 in (25) and substituting Y L
1 for Y1, the

lower bound of Y2 is obtained, which is shown in (26). Then,
the lower bound of the two photon gain is

QL
2 =

Y L
2 µ2e!µ

2
' Q2. (27)

The upper bound of e2 can be estimated using the QBER of
the weak decoy states. From (23),

E'iQ'ie
'i = e0Y0 + e1*iY1 + e2

*2
i

2
Y2 +

#%

n=3

enYn
*n

i

n!
. (28)

Particularizing (28) for the two weak decoy states and com-
bining the results, we obtain under the condition (24)

*1E'2Q'2e
'2 # *2E'1Q'1e

'1

= e0Y0 (*1 # *2) + e2Y2*1*2

'
*2 # *1

2

(

+ *1*2

#%

n=3

enYn

'
*n!1
2 # *n!1

1

n!

(

& e0Y0 (*1 # *2) + e2Y2*1*2

'
*2 # *1

2

(
. (29)

Solving for e2 and substituting Y L
2 for Y2, the upper bound

of e2 can be expressed as:

eU
2 =

*1E'2Q'2e
'2 # *2E'1Q'1e

'1 # e0Y0 (*1 # *2)
Y L

2 *1*2

+
'2!'1

2

, & e2.

(30)
Finally, replacing QL

1 , QL
2 , eU

1 and eU
2 in (20) we obtain

the lower bound of the key generation rate for the SARG04
protocol with two decoy states.

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS

We have considered three different scenarios: a ground-
satellite uplink, a ground-satellite downlink and an intersatel-
lite link. The assumed link parameters are listed in Table I. The
wavelength % = 650 nm corresponds to an absorption window
and to an efciency peak of the chosen detector (an SPCM-
AQR-15 commercial silicon avalanche photodiode detector).
The values of the telescopes radii have been obtained from the
SILEX Experiment [40] and the Tenerife telescope [14], which
are similar to those considered in other studies, such as [15].
Without loss of generality, we have assumed no additional
attenuation due to pointing errors or misalignment of the
optics. As already said, these effects could be readily included,
and essentially they would only affect by slightly shifting to
the right the distance axis of the following gures.

The uplink attenuation due to turbulence has been computed
considering the Tenerife telescope ("3 km above sea level)
for two conditions: 1 hour before sunset (!turb = 5 dB) and a
typical clear summer day (!turb = 11 dB) [41]. The turbulence
effect on the downlink is negligible given that the additional
divergence of the beam occurs when the beam is already
very wide [15]. The scattering plus absortion attenuation is
evaluated using the Clear Standard Atmosphere model [42],
which results in !scatt = 1 dB. These values are also in line
with those reported in [15], [20]. Figure 1 can be used to
calibrate the scenario, that is to say, to relate the distance to the
attenuation for the system parameters that we have considered.
This can be achieved by noting that the condition IEve = 1 is
achieved when the attenuation is equal to 13 dB for BB84 and
25.6 dB for SARG04, with µ = 0.1 and µ = 0.2 respectively
[3].

Figure 2 shows the bounds of the key generation rates
for the studied protocols as a function of the distance. The
bits-per-pulse values can be translated into bits per second
by scaling them with the pulse repetition rate of the laser.
Values of the repetition rates achievable today can be found
in [11]. For all protocols, the mean photon numbers (both for
the signal and decoy states) have been optimized to achieve the
maximum key generation rate at each distance (see Figure 3).
The optimization was carried out by doing an exhaustive
search for all values of µ and *i�’s for each distance. A
threshold on the minimum values of *i was set. The resulting
optimal values of *i are the lowest allowed values. However,
these values can not be arbitrarily low since the gains must
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Fig. 2. Maximum secure rates achievable in the uplink and 1 hour before
sunset with the four protocols under consideration. Rates can be expressed in
bits per second by scaling them with the pulse repetition rate of the laser. For
all protocols and for each distance, the mean photon numbers of the signal and
decoy states have been numerically optimized to maximize the corresponding
rate.

be quantiable in a relative short period of time, because the
period of time employed to measure the gains is subtracted
from the period of time available for the transmission of the
key. This means that in the former period of time the decoy-
states counts must be large enough to estimate the gains with
small uncertainty.

Referring again to Figure 2, we observe that the critical
distance3 for SARG04 is larger than for BB84. This is due
to the fact that SARG04 is more robust than BB84 against
eavesdropping (see Figure 1), and it permits to use a greater
optimal mean photon number. On the other hand, the BB84
critical distance increases signicantly when the decoy-states
method is used. It is worth recalling that the benets of
the decoy-states method are not limited to non-entanglement
based protocols, which is the subject of this paper, but it is
also a very powerful method to increase the critical distances
and key generation rates of entanglement based protocols [43].
The most drastic improvement occurs when the decoy states
method is applied to the SARG04 protocol, since it achieves
the maximum critical distance among all the evaluated pro-
tocols. Note that this method is secure when the BB84 with
decoy states fails, while for short distances the behaviors are
similar. It is important to remark that these results do not
always coincide with some security analyses in the literature
[1], [33], [36]. The reason is that these other works present
theoretical results about the security of the protocols under the
assumption of some Eve�’s generic capabilities, whereas here
we are using very specic attacks and scenarios, close to what
might be implementable in the short term.

When the attenuation grows, Eve�’s attacks are more difcult
to be detected, and hence the number of multiphoton pulses
must be reduced (i.e. µ must be decreased). This behavior
is corroborated by Figure 3. It can also be seen there that
the more robust the protocol, the higher the value of µ that
can be used. When the decoy-states method is applied, the
optimum value of µ remains approximately constant with
distance, whereas in the protocols without decoy states it
is reduced by a factor of 2 at large distances compared

3Maximum link distance that can be achieved.
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Fig. 3. Value of mean photon number of the signal state, µ, for which the
maximum secure rates in Figure 2 are attained (conditions: uplink, 1 hour
before sunset.). The small plot shows a zoom for BB84. In general, when the
attenuation grows the value of µ and, hence, the probability of multiphoton
pulses should be decreased. When decoy states are used, the optimum value
of µ is approximately constant, whereas in the rest of methods the value is
reduced approximately by a factor of 2 at large distances with respect to short
ones.
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Fig. 4. Relative decrease in the secure rate when a constant value of µ,
independent of the distance, is used for each protocol (conditions: uplink, 1
hour before sunset.). This value is the optimum one at the maximum possible
distance for each protocol. For decoy-states protocols, the decrease is smaller
than 3%, which actually means that the adaptation of µ as a function of the
distance is not necessary. For the other two protocols, rate losses of 25% and
50% with respect to their maxima can occur at short distances if the mean
photon number is kept xed.

to short distances. The satellite movement along its orbit
implies that the distance between itself and the ground station
or the intersatellite distance varies. In order to achieve the
maximal rate at each instant, the value of µ must be modied
accordingly, but this is not easy with current technology and
complex from an operational point of view. In Figure 4, we
compare the maximum rates with the rates obtained when we
x the value of µ to the one that is optimal, for each protocol,
at the maximum distance. The relative reduction is shown. We
observe that for decoy-states based protocols the rate decrease
is below 3%, which means that the adaptation of the value
of µ as a function of the distance is not really necessary.
On the contrary, the non-decoy-states based protocols present
signicant rate degradation, which implies that µ should be
adapted according to the distance variation.

The analysis of the other three scenarios (uplink on a clear
day, downlink and intersatellite link) follows similar steps.
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TABLE II
CRITICAL DISTANCE FOR EACH PROTOCOL [KM].

Scenarios BB84 SARG04 BB84: Vacuum + SARG04: Vacumm +
weak decoy state two weak decoy states

Uplink ("turb = 5 dB) 460 1520 4650 6980
Uplink ("turb = 11 dB) - 500 2200 3460
Downlink 1540 3290 9450 14100
Intersatellite 430 920 2660 3900

Although the values are different, the curves have similar
shapes. Therefore, we only provide the values of the critical
distances (Table II) and the maximum rates (Table III). With
these two sets of values, the corresponding curves can be
approximately reproduced. The distances in the downlink
are signicantly larger compared to the ones in the uplink
thanks to the lack of turbulence-induced attenuation. In fact,
cryptography in MEO satellite downlinks using SARG04 with
decoy states is possible. This increase in distance can not be
achieved in the intersatellite link due to the reduced telescope
dimensions. The most relevant parameters that inuence the
critical distance are the turbulence-induced attenuation and the
telescopes dimensions. Furthermore, performance is severely
impaired by daylight. Although the main effect taken into
account herein has been the turbulence-induced attenuation,
the additional background noise caused by daylight would
make things even worse by increasing QBER [16].

An interesting result is the comparison of how much time
we need to share a key of 10 bits between the European
Space Station (at 400 km altitude approximately) and a ground
station. Considering a 10 MHz source, SARG04 needs 1 ms
while SARG04 with decoy states needs only 0.1 ms. It is worth
remarking that SARG04 with decoy states always achieves
the maximum rate and link distance. The improvement comes
basically from the increase of the signal mean photon number
and the contribution of the two-photon pulses to the key
generation rate.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented lower and upper bounds of the key gen-
eration rate and the error rate, respectively, for the SARG04
protocol combined with the vacuum and two weak decoy
states. The results have been used to numerically compare
the rate with those of other three protocols in realistically
modelled ground-satellite and intersatellite links. Namely, the
other protocols considered here are BB84, SARG04, and
BB84 using the vacuum and one decoy state. It has been
shown that SARG04 with decoy states outperforms all other
protocols under the photon-number splitting and the intercept-
resend with unambiguous discrimination attacks. Therefore,
SARG04 with two decoy states is a good candidate for a
satellite-based QKD mission. Moreover, we have presented
results on the optimum value of the mean photon number for
any distance. It has been noticed that an additional advantage
of using decoy states is that a unique value of the signal-state
mean photon number is almost optimum in practical terms for
all distances.
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